[1] Several studies have been performed on microwave aperture synthesis carried out from a moving platform, in order to achieve high spatial resolution with a small number of antennas. In this paper, the limitations of previous developed Motion Induced Synthetic Aperture Radiometer systems are discussed, and an improved observation model, imaging method, and antenna array configuration are presented. An observation model and an imaging method suitable for imaging extended sources are developed, which is a more practical consideration than a point source. It is found that the antenna array configuration used in previous studies causes significant degradation of imaging performance. To improve this, the use of a sparse array is proposed. The sparse T-shaped array is designed and discussed based on the analysis of spatial frequency coverage. The proposed sparse T-shaped array can cover a spatial frequency plane efficiently, resulting in a better imaging performance than that of previously developed aperture synthesis systems that used moving platform. The improvement in performance is demonstrated by simulating the point source response, which shows the reduced sidelobes. 
Introduction
[2] Aperture synthesis has been employed to overcome the problems associated with the poor angular resolution of passive microwave remote sensing. A large aperture is synthesized by using an interferometric technique with an antenna array arranged in a particular configuration, for example, the linear array of ESTAR [Ruf et al., 1988] , and the 'Y-shaped' array of SMOS/MIRAS [Kerr et al., 2001] . Such radiometers can be called Position Induced Synthetic Aperture Radiometer (hereafter referred to as PISAR) because they do not basically utilize platform motion for image reconstruction; baselines (antenna spacing) are determining factor for imaging. On the other hand, there have been several studies on aperture synthesis using platform motion: the supersynthesis radiometer [Komiyama, 1991; Komiyama et al., 1994; Komiyama and Kato, 1996; Komiyama et al., 1997; Komiyama, 1998; Komiyama et al., 2000] , the RADSAR [Edelsohn, 1992 [Edelsohn, , 1994 , and the Doppler radiometer [Camps and Swift, 2001; Park et al., 2007] .
Such radiometers can be called Motion Induced Synthetic Aperture Radiometer (hereafter referred to as MISAR) because these devices utilize platform motion as well as antenna spacing for image reconstruction. The observation and imaging using MISAR are similar to those in the case of 'Earth rotation synthesis' such as the VLBI, except that platform is assumed to be moving linearly at a uniform speed. It has been reported that high-resolution imaging can be achieved by using the MISAR with much fewer antennas (only two or three) than required by the PISAR. As the recent and detailed study, the Doppler radiometer presented two-dimensional imaging with an analysis of point source response and spatial resolution [Camps and Swift, 2001] .
[3] In this paper, we attempt to investigate and improve the MISAR imaging. Previous studies on the MISAR have some limitations on the observation model and imaging method. For example, they have been devised for a point source, and speckles of the point source response degrade the image performance. In this study, an observation model and an imaging method are proposed by considering extended sources in order to develop a system that is more practically suited for remote sensing. Further, it is shown that speckles are caused by the array configurations of previously developed MISAR; it was found that the number of antennas was insufficient and that the antenna spacing was excessive. With such a configuration, it is very difficult to sample the spatial frequency appropriately, which results in the occurrence of speckles in the point source response. To improve this, a sparse array configuration is proposed, and the design and effectiveness of a sparse T-shaped array is discussed for the MISAR imaging. The proposed T-shaped array is designed based on an analysis of the spatial frequency coverage; it was found that MISAR with the proposed array configuration covers the spatial frequency better than previous realization of the MISAR. Although the proposed sparse array is composed of more antennas than in previously developed MISAR systems, it improves the imaging performance. This is demonstrated by simulating the point source response of the system and comparing it with that of the Doppler radiometer.
Observation and Imaging of the MISAR for Distributed Sources
[4] The observation model and imaging method for point source imaging are well presented by Camps and Swift [2001] . In this study, they are devised by considering an extended source. The observation scenario of the MISAR is shown in Figure 1 . The antennas are mounted on a platform at a height z = H 0 , with an antenna tilt angle q in the cross-track direction. As the platform moves along the x axis at a constant speed v a , the antennas observe a brightness source at (x o , y o ) from positions ranging from x = Àx i , at time t = Àt i , to x = x i , at time t = t i . All the antennas are assumed to have the same normalized beam pattern:
where y denotes the center of antenna footprint along the y axis; y = H 0 tan q. The size of the elementary antenna footprint is 2L x along the x axis and 2L y along the y axis so that the starting and ending points of observation are ÀL x and L x , respectively.
[5] First, we focus our attention on a single baseline composed by the kth and lth antennas (baseline k-l). By considering the kth antenna as the reference antenna of the baseline k-l, the positions of the two antennas can be represented as
where D kl is the antenna spacing between the kth and the lth antennas, and the baseline angle a denotes the angle between the baseline k-l and the x axis. For a single baseline interferometer, the visibility sampled by the baseline k-l at time t can be expressed as
where f 0 is the center frequency of the radiometer; T(x, y) is the modified brightness temperature given by [T(x, y) À T ph ]/cosq i (x, y; t), where T B is the brightness temperature of the source at (x, y), and T ph is the physical temperature of the receivers (the so-called Corbella term [Corbella et al., 2004] ). The obliquity factor is given by cosq i (x, y; t), where cosq i (x, y; t) is the source incidence angle. The obliquity factor is almost constant when the incidence angle does not vary significantly during the observation, which is the case for the MISAR observation. The constant K depends on the properties of the receiver chain. The fringe-washing function can be modeled by usingr(t) = exp(ÀpB 2 t 2 ) in (3) [Camps and Swift, 2001] , where B denotes the receiver noise bandwidth; dt is the propagation time difference between the signals arriving at the kth and lth antennas, from the source at (x, y). Therefore, dt in (3) can be expressed as dt kl t; x; y ð Þ¼ r k t; x; y ð ÞÀr l t; x; y ð Þ c ;
where c is the speed of light, and r k (t; x, y) is distance between the source at (x, y) and the kth antenna at t.
[6] In the MISAR system, matched filtering using adjustable delay lines is mainly used as an imaging method, i.e., the image is constructed by matched filtering the signals received by the antennas, which focus on the source during the observation with proper delay lines to compensate for the propagation delay (see Figure 2 of Camps and Swift [2001] ). In this case, the response of the baseline k-l is given bŷ 
o )/c make the baseline k-l measurement focused on the source at (x o , y o ), so that the signals collected by the antennas with propagation delays of t k (t; x, y) J r k (t; x, y)/c and t l (t; x, y) J r l (t;x,y)/c have a delay error of Dt, except the focused pixel at (x o , y o ) that has Dt = 0 during the observation.
[8] It should be noted that the model of the baseline response (5) is not the same as the baseline response (A1.1) in the work of Camps and Swift [2001] . Since (5) is modeled by considering extended sources, it should include the integration of the area observed by the antenna (footprint) as the time passes (as the platform moves). Therefore, (5) includes a triple integral, while the Doppler radiometer imaging includes a single integral upon time variable. This difference in the observation and imaging model is due to the different sources considered.
[9] Through some mathematical manipulation, (5) can be expressed in the similar form of an equivalent array factor (AF) representation:
where
[10] It should be noted that the equivalent AF representation (8) is similar to the baseline response (A1.1) in the work of Camps and Swift [2001] . The equivalent AF of synthetic aperture radiometers represents the system's point source response (or impulse response, or point spread function), and the baseline response (A1.1) is modeled by considering point sources. The two equations, therefore, become identical when T B0 = 1 in (A1.1) in the work of Camps and Swift [2001] .
[11] Now, we discuss the method for brightness estimation (or assembling the baseline responses) In the work of Camps and Swift [2001] , the geometric mean of the two baseline responses was proposed for the brightness estimation. However, this method cannot be applied for imaging extended sources, and a different method is required. The baseline response (7) is equivalent to estimating the brightness temperature of the focused pixel observed using a single baseline. Thus, the brightness can be estimated (or the baseline responses can be assembled) by determining the weighted sum of all the baseline responses.
where W i denotes the weight of the response of the ith baseline (often, this is a window), and i is the index of each baseline. The resulting equivalent AF AF eq is then obtained by substituting (7) in (9) 
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[12] For the three-antenna Doppler radiometer, (9) and (10) can be expressed aŝ
Spatial Frequency Coverage of the MISAR
[13] In the previous section, observation and imaging were modeled for extended sources, but the cause of speckle-like artifacts was not investigated. In this section, we discuss the causes of speckle-like artifacts based on the analysis of spatial frequency coverage (often referred to as (u, v) coverage in the literature on synthetic aperture radiometer). In aperture synthesis, (u, v) coverage significantly affects the imaging performance of the system. For example, a synthesized beam width and sidelobe levels are mainly determined on the basis of the efficiency of the antenna array in sampling spatial frequencies. Therefore, the analysis of (u, v) coverage might reveal the reason behind the formation of speckles.
[14] The spatial frequencies u and v are obtained by dividing the antenna spacing with the wavelength in the PISAR. However, u and v are determined in a different manner in the case of the MISAR because the phase term in the visibility function for MISAR depends on time t and the position of the source (x o , y o ), as well as the antenna spacing D kl . For aperture synthesis from a moving platform, the instantaneous spatial frequency of V kl (t) is given by [Komiyama, 1991; Wu et al., 2001] :
where the second set of equalities in (12) and (13) hold for x o = 0 (see Figure 1 ).
[15] Figure 2 shows the instantaneous spatial frequency coverage of the three-antenna Doppler radiometer under the following observation conditions: platform height H 0 = 8 km, antenna tilt angle q = 45°, antenna spacing D 12 = D 13 = 40l, baseline angle a = ±45°, half power beam width (HPBW) of an elementary antenna BW x = 20°along-track and BW y = 30°cross-track, elementary antenna footprint 2L x = 9.6 km and swath width 2L y = 10 km, receiver center frequency f 0 = 1.4 GHz, and noise bandwidth B = 20 MHz. The platform observes the brightness source at (x o ,y o ) = (0,8) km from Àx i = À4.8 km (=ÀL x ) to x i = 4.8 km (=L x ).
[16] As shown in Figure 2 , a baseline with large spacing covers only the outer range of (u, v) plane, and does not sample the low spatial frequency region. This results in the occurrence of very high sidelobes similar to speckles in the equivalent AF, as shown in Figure 3 . These speckle-like sidelobes degrade the imaging performance severely; therefore, a modified scheme is required for MISAR imaging.
Design of the Sparse T-Shaped Array for the MISAR
[17] Since very high sidelobes are caused by spatial undersampling, the spatial frequency should be 
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PARK AND KIM: MISAR adequately sampled in order to reduce the sidelobes. The simplest scheme for this purpose involves the use of a uniform antenna array satisfying the spatial sampling criterion; antenna spacing is half the wavelength. However, such an arrangement does not have the advantage of the MISAR, which uses a reduced number of antennas.
[18] Instead of using a uniform array, the MISAR utilizes a sparse array because the (u, v) is not sampled pointwise, but along a curve. As the platform moves, the visibility is sampled not only at individual points, but along a curve as shown in Figure 2 . The length of the curve increases with antenna spacing. The number of antennas, therefore, can be reduced by increasing the antenna spacing according to the length of the (u, v) curve. In other words, a long baseline can cover the extent of the (u, v) plane, so that the antennas can be placed farther apart than in the case of a uniform array. Consequently, an array of the MISAR can be configured sparsely with a reduced number of antennas. This is the main advantage of aperture synthesis using platform motion.
[19] We now discuss the design of an antenna array that covers the (u, v) plane uniformly and efficiently. For sparse array configuration, some array types such as rectangular, triangular, and Y-shaped arrays can be considered. In this study, we have studied a T-shaped array to improve the imaging performance of the MISAR. The configuration of the proposed sparse T-shaped array is illustrated in Figure 4 . In Figure 4 , the center antenna AO is at (0, 0), and the antennas on the x axis located at (Dt n cosa T , 0) are denoted by AX n . The antennas along the positive and negative y axis are denoted by AU n and AL n , and are located at (0, Dt n sina T ) and (0, ÀDt n sina T ), respectively. If the number of antennas per arm is M, then the total number of antennas in the array is 3M + 1. 
For designing the sparse T-shaped array, the diagonal spacing set {Dt n } and the diagonal baseline angle a T need to be determined.
[20] Hereafter, the observation scenario described in the previous section is recalled in order to proceed with the discussion conveniently. When the maximum antenna spacing is given by Dt M = 40l, the configuration of the proposed T-shaped array is as follows:
Dt n ¼ l Â 1; 2; 2:7; 3:8; 5:3; 7:4; f 10:4; 14:6; 20:4; 28:6; 40g:
The number of antennas per arm is M = 11, and the total number of antennas is 34. The actual size of the array is AX 11 = 40lcos52.5°= 5.22 m width and 2 Â AU 11 = 80lcos52.5°= 13.6 m height.
[21] The (u, v) coverage of this array is shown in Figure 8 ; the observation scenario in this case is identical to that in Figures 2 and 3 , except for the antenna tilt angle. The proposed sparse T-shaped array is designed through the process that makes the (u, v) coverage set of diagonal baselines approximately a continuous line. In this case, the sparse T-shaped array can cover the (u, v) plane almost homogeneously and efficiently, though not perfectly.
[22] Now, we examine the design of the sparse T-shaped array based on spatial frequency coverage in more detail. Figure 5 shows the modified observation scenario for the discussion of the design of the antenna array. By introducing the angle y(t) depicted in Figure 5 , the position x = v a t can be expressed as x = R 0 tan y,
. Using the source incidence angle q i (t), the source position and the platform height can be expressed as y o = R 0 sin q i (0) and H 0 = R 0 cos q i (0), respectively; thus, the spatial frequencies u and v in (12) and (13) can be expressed as
[23] When the platform moves from Àx i to x i , only y varies from Ày m to y m , where y m denotes the maximum value of y; y m is related to BW x as follows:
[24] As shown in Figure 8 , the shape of the covered area on the (u, v) plane can be approximated as a rectangle. The width and height of the rectangle are
respectively. Figure 6 shows the (u, v) coverage of a single diagonal baseline. For convenience in analysis, the (u, v) coverage of a single diagonal baseline is assumed to be a straight line; the length of this line is given by 
[25] The slope of this line is
[26] Let the center point of the (u, v) coverage line be P kl which happens at t = 0. The position of P kl is then given by
[27] The distance between P kl and the origin is
[28] The slope of the line connecting the origin and P kl is given by
Now the design of the array is discussed from an appropriate range of the incidence angle q i (0).
Antenna Tilt Angle for an Appropriate Range of the Incidence Angle
[29] The incidence angle q i (0) contributes to the height of covered area v m , as can be seen from in (20) . In order to obtain a high resolution (narrow beam width), it is preferable that the covered area is wide, in such case, the incidence angle can be set to q i (0) = 0°in order to maximize v m . On the other hand, the length of (u, v) coverage Luv kl increases with sinq i (0), as can be seen in (21). Since a longer coverage line is preferable to a short one, an incident angle close to 90°should be chosen. In order to arrive at a compromise between these conflicting conditions, it is necessary to determine an appropriate range of incidence angles.
[30] As shown in Figure 7 , the optimum value of the incidence angle is q i (0) = 38°. The appropriate range can be considered to be approximately in the linear region of cos 2 q i (0) and sinq i (0). If the value of the antenna tilt angle q is small (e.g., close to 20°), then a large part of the sources are located under incidence angles less than 20°, and the array has a very short coverage length Luv kl . As a result, the array cannot cover the (u, v) plane appropriately, resulting in the occurrence of high sidelobes. On the other hand, when the antenna tilt angle is large (e.g., close to 60°), most of the incidence angle are larger than 60°, and the height of covered area is very small. This results in very poor spatial resolution along the y axis.
[31] Therefore, the antenna look angle q should be assigned on the basis of the incidence angle for the reconstructed source in the FOV to be in the range of 20°$60°. In this study, we chose an antenna tilt angle q = 40°, and all the source incidence angles are in the range of 25°$55°because BW y = 30°according to the observation scenario.
Optimum Diagonal Baseline Angle a T
[32] After setting the antenna look angle, the diagonal baseline angle a T is determined based on the design idea, which makes the (u, v) coverage set of the diagonal baselines a continuous straight line. In other words, the slopes of (u, v) coverage of diagonal baselines are to be identical to the slope of the line connecting the origin and P kl . This condition can be expressed as
In this study, q i (0) = q = 40°, and the optimum baseline angle is a T = 52.5°.
Antenna Spacing
[33] An appropriate Dt n set is chosen so that the (u, v) coverage of the diagonal baselines becomes a continuous straight line. This condition can be expressed as
[34] From (27), Dt n is expressed as a geometric sequence:
[35] In the observation scenario of this study, y m = 12°; the common ratio is founded te be 1.4 for the incidence angle q i (0) = 40°. Thus, (28) can be expressed as Dt n+1 = 1.4 Dt n .
[36] By executing (28) in the ascending or descending order, Dt n set can be obtained. By considering the ascending order, the first two elements Dt 1 and Dt 2 are set to be l and 2l, respectively, after which (28) is used to obtain the other elements. Where considering the descending order, calculation is started from the given maximum Dt n value Dt M . The final two terms are set to 2l and l, as in the case of the ascending order calculation. If Dt M is given by 40l, the Dt n set can be determined in the descending order, as follows:
The Dt n set shown in (15) was obtained using the descending order calculation demonstrated in (29).
Imaging Using the Sparse T-Shaped Array

Baselines of the Sparse T-Shaped Array
[37] The baselines of the sparse T-shaped array are grouped according to their directions as follows: set of baselines (1) along the x axis, (2) along the y axis, (3) along the diagonal, and (4) along the subdiagonals. The baselines along the x axis are combinations of any two antennas on the x axis, i.e., combinations of AX k and AX l including AO. The baselines along the y axis are combinations of any two antennas on the positive y axis, i.e., combinations of AU k and AU l including AO. It should be noted that the antennas on the positive y axis are not combined with the antennas on the negative y axis to form baselines. The diagonal baselines at angles of a T and Àa T are combinations of antenna AX n and AL n , and of AX n and AU n , respectively. All other combinations of two antennas are classified as subdiagonal baselines, i.e., combinations of AX k and AU l , and combinations of AX k and AL l , where k 6 ¼ l.
[38] After all the baselines are established, they are rearranged so that they do not overlap. For baselines along the x and y axes, baselines that are redundant and too near are not utilized for imaging; the distance between the baselines is set such that it is not smaller than half the wavelength (l/2). As a result, the x and y axes comprise reduced number of baselines, 80 and 66 baselines, respectively, from 12 Â 12 combinations in each axis. Among the diagonal baselines, since none of the baselines overlap, none are eliminated; there are 11 baselines along each diagonal. In order to select subdiagonal baselines such that they do not overlap with the baselines along the x and y axes, only baselines near the diagonals are chosen through three steps, not to overlap the baselines along the x and y axis. That is, the subdiagonal baselines are established as follows.
[39] Subdiagonal baselines near the diagonal baselines selected through single step: combination of AX n ; AU nþ1 f g ; AX n ; AU nÀ1 f g ;
AX n AL nþ1 f g ; and AX n AL nÀ1 f g ; through two steps:
combination of AX n ; AU nþ2 f g ; AX n ; AU nÀ2 f g ;
AX n AL nþ2 f g ; and AX n AL nÀ2 f g ; through three steps:
combination of AX n ; AU nþ3 f g ; AX n ; AU nÀ3 f g ;
[40] The number of subdiagonal baselines identified using a single step, two steps, and three steps is 80, 72, and 64, respectively. Through this, the sparse T-shaped array configuration includes a total of 407 baselines.
Spatial Frequency Coverage of the Sparse T-Shaped Array
[41] Figure 8 shows the (u, v) coverage of the sparse T-shaped array under the same observation scenario used in Figure 2 , except that the antenna tilt angle is q = 40°in the case of the sparse T-shaped array. Figure 8a shows the (u, v) coverage of the source for an incidence angle q i (0) = 30°, i.e., the source is at (x o , y o ) = (0,4.62) km. Figures 8b and 8c show the (u, v) coverage obtained at q i (0) = 40°(source at (0,6.71) km) and q i (0) = 50°( source at (0,9.53) km), respectively.
[42] When the incidence angle is equal to the antenna tilt angle, as in the case of Figure 8b , the (u, v) coverage corresponds to the basis of the design of the sparse T-shaped array; the curves of the (u, v) coverage of diagonal baselines is an almost continuous, straight line.
[43] The baselines along the x and y axes cover the (u, v) plane along the u and v axes almost regularly, but they cannot perfectly satisfy the sampling rate of l/2. The diagonal and subdiagonal baselines sparsely cover the (u, v) plane between the u and the v axes. In Figure 8a , the incidence angle q i (0) = 30°is smaller than the antenna tilt angle q = 40°. As a result, the height of the covered area 2v max increases and the length of coverage line Luv kl decreases, compared with those of q i (0) = 40°, as in the case of Figure 8b . On the other hand, 2v max and Luv kl decreases and increases, respectively, in 8c, where q i (0) = 50°. In Figures 8a-8c , the length of the coverage curve increases longer with the length of the baseline; the coverage curves in the outer region are longer than those in the inner region. These results correspond to the assumptions made for array design.
[44] The imaging performance in aperture synthesis is closely related to the (u, v) coverage; the features of the point source response can be determined from the (u, v) coverage. If the covered area is wide, the spatial resolution is high (narrow beam width), and sparse sampling of the (u, v) results in high sidelobes. The relationship still holds for the MISAR imaging, and this will be demonstrated through the simulation of equivalent AF in the following section.
Point Source Response of MISAR Using the Sparse T-Shaped Array
[45] As the point source response, the equivalent AF expressed in (10) is simulated under the same observation condition used for obtaining the (u, v) coverage. Figures 9a -9c show the resulting AF for incidence angles of 30°, 40°, and 50°, respectively. Figures 9a-9c show a substantially improved AF compared with that of the Doppler radiometer shown in Figure 3 . The sidelobes are considerably reduced, resulting in an improved beam shape. Spatial frequencies are sampled on the (u, v) plane more homogeneously by using the sparse T-shaped array, and the improved (u, v) coverage results in the improvement of the point source response.
[46] Figure 10 shows the contour plots of the equivalent AFs in Figure 9 . The pixel size at À3 dB and the equivalent angles are listed in Table 1 . The characteristic of the (u, v) coverage can be found in the results of AF simulation. The beam width in the x direction BW x is similar for all three AFs. It is due to the identical widths of the (u, v) covered area. In contrast, the beam width in the y direction BW y becomes wider as the incidence angle increases. It is due to the decrease in the height of the (u, v) covered area with an increase in the incidence angle. In the results of simulation, the À3 dB beam width is commonly approximated as
where max(u) and max(v) denote the maximum values of u and v, respectively.
[47] Compared with the AF for an incidence angle of 40°, as shown in Figure 9b , the AF for an incidence angle of 30°shows higher sidelobes. As illustrated in Figure 8 , the spatial frequencies are sampled more sparsely for an incidence angle of 30°than for an incidence angle of 40°, and it causes higher sidelobes.
6. Discussion 6.1. Improvement of the MISAR Using a Sparse Array
[48] In this paper, the improvement on the MISAR has been presented in the observation and imaging model, imaging method, and array configuration. The observation and imaging method were revised to enable the imaging of extended sources, which has not been attempted previously. Furthermore, the sparse array was proposed on the basis of the (u, v) coverage in order to improve the imaging performance. Previously developed MISAR systems are not capable of covering the (u, v) plane appropriately, and thus the image is degraded significantly. However, the proposed sparse T-shaped array is capable of covering the (u, v) plane better than the previous system; consequently, the speckle-like sidelobes are reduced in the point source response.
Advantages of Aperture Synthesis Using Platform Motion
[49] In previous studies on the MISAR, the high resolution has been mainly pointed out as an advantage of aperture synthesis using platform motion (see the Figure 9 . Equivalent array factors using the sparse T-shaped array; (a) when incidence angle i (0) = 30°, (b) when incidence angle i (0) = 40°, and (c) when incidence angle i (0) = 50°. abstract of Camps and Swift [2001] ). However, spatial resolution is not improved considerably by using the MISAR system. As shown in Figure 8 , the covered area is not very extended compared with the maximum antenna spacing; consequently, spatial resolution is not much better than in the case of the PISAR system with the same aperture configuration. This is well represented by the beam width of the simulated AF in (30).
[50] The main advantage of using the MISAR system is not enhanced spatial resolution but the reduction in the number of antennas by employing a sparse array. The (u, v) coverage of the MISAR is not represented by a point, but by a curve, and the length of this curve increases with the antenna spacing, as shown in Figure 8 . Therefore, the number of antennas can be reduced by increasing the antenna spacing according to the length of the (u, v) coverage curve. Obviously, the antennas are configured more sparsely in the long baselines, as shown in Figure 4 . Consequently, a large aperture can be realized using a smaller number of antennas in MISAR imaging than in PISAR imaging.
Future Work
[51] The limitations and several methods for the practical implementation of the MISAR system are discussed by Camps and Swift [2001] . Additionally, some topics to be studied further are listed below.
[52] The first topic is the array design. The array design for the MISAR system needs to be further studied; an array design that enables the sampling of the (u, v) plane widely, homogeneously, and efficiently should be developed. In this paper, the design process of the sparse T-shaped array has been discussed. Although, the proposed array improves the (u, v) coverage of the MISAR system, more factors should be considered in order to design the optimal array for the MISAR system. One of these factors might be the minimum effective spacing of (u, v) sampling for avoiding aliasing. In addition to the T-shaped array, various array configurations such as rectangular, triangular, and Y-shaped arrays should be studied in a systematic way for use in the MISAR system.
[53] The second topic is the windowing method. Although the sparse T-shaped array covers the (u, v) plane better than the array configuration previously used in MISAR, it is inevitable that the MISAR system samples sparsely. As shown in Figure 8 , the proposed array does not cover the (u, v) plane perfectly, and this causes sidelobes and reduced beam efficiency. Weighting (windowing) has the apparent effect of reducing the sidelobes, and therefore a widowing method applicable for the MISAR should be studied, including the selection of an appropriate window.
[54] The third topic is the radiometric sensitivity. The sensitivity of the proposed MISAR imaging system should be studied. For the three-antenna Doppler radiometer, the sensitivity has been formulated and discussed by Camps and Swift [2001] . However, the sensitivity of the proposed MISAR system has to be formulated differently because of the different observation scenario, the imaging method, and the array configuration used. These factors influence the sensitivity of synthetic aperture radiometers. Additionally, the windowing method and the platform speed also affect the sensitivity of the MISAR system, and should be investigated.
Conclusion
[55] This paper has presented an improved MISAR system. By considering practical situation in remote sensing, an appropriate observation model and imaging method were developed. To improve the imaging performance, a sparse array configuration was proposed. The design of the sparse T-shaped array based on the spatial frequency coverage has been discussed in this paper. The proposed T-shaped array enables the improved (u, v) coverage, resulting in the improvement of the imaging performance. The results of this study indicate that passive microwave imaging using the MISAR system can be improved by employing the proposed sparse T-shaped array. 
